
 
Here are the minutes from the meeting on February 23rd, 2008 held at Fairway Flyerz Disc 

store: 

  

Meeting was called to order by President Coach Dave Pennington @ 4:41 

In attendance: 

Dave Pennington- President  Steve Yee- Vice President  

Brad Junnila- Treasurer   Mike Snelson- Secretary  

Dan Johnson- E Zone Coordinator Todd Erickson- W Zone Coordinator 

Adam Gorres- N Zone Coordinator Brian Gustafson- S Zone Coordinator 

Timmy Gill Chuck Kennedy Dave Lynch Eric Kuitunen  

 

Minutes of 1/13/08 meeting were approved. Brian Gustafson asked about the sanctioning due 

to him because of his missed meeting. Coach reiterated the importance of attendance from 

the elected members, and stated that a proxy needs to be sent if someone is not going to 

be able to attend. 

 

Treasurer report 

 According to Brad there is $5009 in account. No payables or receivables lingering 

from 2007. We have done three contributions to Ice Bowls to date, the Fairway Freezer, St 

Cloud and Hibbing Ice Bowls.  The latest floater mailing has also been paid for. (The 

floater was in an envelope this time because the postal requirements had changed) 

 

Membership report 

 According to Mike the MFA has 77 current members, which is in line with where we 

were at this time last year. Mike asked if he could find out who received the Floater 

because of some confusion on which year’s list was used. If the 2007 list was used then 

the new 2008 listed members should be added. Chuck piped in with a question of who was 

supposed to get the Floater. Mike said that the ’07 list should have been used because 

the BOD had agreed to send the Floater to the ’07 current member list since the ’07 

Floater was sent out only 3 times. But the ’08 current members should also receive it. In 

his spare time Mike would culminate a list incorporating both ’07 and ’08 current members 

to ascertain who needs to be included in a supplemental mailing, and send it to Lizz for 

expediting. Chuck asked Mike when his spare time is. Mike replied, “I make it”.  

Dan mentioned that the incomplete mailing made a point for furthering the idea of posting 

the Floater on line, rather than sending paperwork through on line, and would enable 

people to be more informed faster. Coach stated that this ideas is on the agenda and will 

be talked about in due time.  

Mike made mention that if a member is current they should have their membership packet by 

now as well as the Floater.  

 

Bag Tag Report 

 Eric said, “Yep, we’re selling them. We’re up to 155 on bag tags. We haven’t even 

hit Sun Dog season and will also bring some with to the Memorial in AZ. I will be 

submitting some $$$ to Brad shortly. All bag tag money needs to be registered as a bag 

tag sale deposit. We bought 250 this year.” Dan asked if we run out should we buy more. 

Kuito and Mike informed the BOD that in past years we’ve bought 150 (sold out by June), 

200 (sold 187), and this year we have great hopes to sell out by July. According to 

Kuito, 9 out of 10 Sun Dog players will already have a tag. This year we are giving out 

bounties as prizes, which means Kuito is awarding tag holders if they birdie 1, 2, & 3 at 

the Kaposia league with a prize. People get a little uptight about the tag competition 



but what they need to keep in mind is that it should be looked upon as a donation to the 

club. 

Dan asked about the idea of purchasing tags in bulk (Leigh and Tara at the Fall meeting), 

and then picking the tag to use for challenges. The response was one of “Hey, if one 

wants to buy 20 tags, the MFA should simply be happy with the sale”. Its up to the 

individual to determine which tag to use.  

 

Old Business: 

Coach asked “if we could discuss some of the specific items on the MFA BOD e-group, to 

save meeting time. That is what the e-group is set up for, so let’s use it for that. 

There is a lot of things that need to be cleaned up and in the spirit of expediency, I 

would like to continue discussing these and gain a conclusion before the next meeting so 

we can vote on it and move on.”  

 

Floater: 

Brian Donahue – great job again. Discussion happened about putting the past issues of the 

Floater on line, available to all. Brian has the past issues saved in a pdf format, in 

color, ready to load up. The key ingredient is to not denigrate the benefit of being 

current within the MFA. The idea of putting issues older than 18 months was proposed by 

John because the membership value would remain intact and trying to control who has 

access would be difficult at best. The BOD determined that the 2006 year Floater would be 

the most current posted, and if needed this parameter could be changed in the future.   

 

MST/MDS updates: 

At this time we have these MST tournament sanctioning agreements: 

Spring Rip It  Bassett Creek Open Acorn Open Riverside Open 

Kaposia Open  Lake Superior Open Millstream Open  Oakwood Open 

These events should to be linked to the PDGA site now that the agreements are in hand. No 

other events have submitted a sanctioning agreement. The zone coordinators have been 

alerted. Mike asked Dano to set May 10th aside to attend the Acorn Open. 

Mike played the message left by Tim Schmidt concerning the Doubles tournament series. Tim 

is resigning from running the MDS series (due to some confusion arising at one of the 

SMDGA BOD meetings), and we now need to find a replacement T/D(s) for the series. Nobody 

has contacted Tim since the phone call, and Mike has left a couple of messages for him to 

return. Mike said that Sean Joice has offered to run some of the events, and Mike Mudra 

has also offered to run some. Coach is looking at playing more MDS events and is able to 

run some of them as well, and Brian G will check with J & J about maybe running some of 

the southern events. Adam stated that it’s not difficult to run these events, and Coach 

is going to contact Sean and Muddy to set up a MDS schedule of T/D’s. Mike will continue 

to get a hold of Tim to clarify his, and our positions.  

Adam suggested that the MDS T/D should be reimbursed for travel expenses, due to having 

to drive all over the state. Dan agreed. BD agreed. Kuito agreed. Kuito picked up the MP4 

player, asking what it was, being alerted that it had been recording everything until 

then, set it down saying that he thought it was somebody’s cell phone and he was just 

looking at it for the time, and there was a sudden hush that befell the BOD as they 

realized that their every word was being recorded... Mike suggested that the MDS revenue 

from ’07 be looked up (Brad) and discussion will continue on line to determine what or 

how much the stipend would be.  

Chuck brought up the idea of the MDS points be individually tracked rather than by team, 

to enable ease of year end statistics factoring, and have more chance of individuals 

showing up that could play with anybody. Discussion is to be moved on line.  

These discussions should be completed by the date of the first MDS. 

 

Merchandising: 

(This was a fairly ‘fractured’ discussion, and is reprised below) 

Dave gave his report of costs from Long Tee, reiterated Long Tee’s experience with the 

MFA in the past and suggested that the MFA use them as our club’s clothing vendor. The 



BOD agreed to ‘keep it local’. Coach stated that we should order tee shirts now to have 

available by the Spring Rip It and other merchandise can be ordered later. Steve 

mentioned that quality and style is important and suggested caution on which styles to 

choose in hats (Flex Fit), etc. Dan stated that Timmy would be a good source of what 

Alan’s quality was like. Timmy mentioned that Alan (Long Tee) “uses great stuff”, best 

prices and will use what quality the BOD requires, and the selection is vast. Coach asked 

for direction on the initial order. BD mentioned that we should get some long sleeve as 

well. Dave said the prices quoted were for a two-color screen print, which Brian G 

modeled for the BOD. Kuito mentioned that a left-over quantity of shirts could be used 

for bag tag prizes, etc, and we would probably sell 50 throughout the year. Dan 

reiterated that Alan will work with the MFA on running any (respectable) quantity. 

Stitched or printed emblem (small crest) high performance shirts and other items were 

briefly discussed (all at the same time).  

The order was determined as 4 dozen short sleeve, 2 dozen long sleeve shirts. A mix of 

white and colored shirts, and the best colors and size selection will be left up to 

Alan’s discression. The motion was made and approved to have Dave place the shirt order 

ASAP, to arrive in time for the Spring Rip It. It was determined that we would look at 

placing a follow-up merchandise order including hats, towels, and other bling. 

Todd asked about the banner. Dave has not gotten any pricing on banners yet, and said it 

was his understanding that the MFA had some banners. Kuito stated that the MFA does not 

own any banners. Mike had pricing on banners of 8’ square foot, equaling about $175 for a 

10’ long heavy duty banner with grommets and rope sewn in along the top and bottom. The 

graphic application would be vinyl so we could do replacement items (changing years, 

dates, etc) and increase the utilization. Dan asked about the various manufacturer 

banners, and stated that he had been putting them up for years. Mike then said we could 

go with a cheaper banner as well. He said the Fairway Flyerz banner on his wall was the 

lesser quality, available for about $100. The BOD stated that they want something that 

will last, and be able to withstand year’s worth of use. Mike mentioned what a past board 

had come up with as far as design, (MFA logo on both ends, “The Minnesota Frisbee 

Association welcomes you” in the center with the MFA website listed). This would be a 

generic banner, able to be used at any disc event. The BOD agreed to get the better 

quality and the design would be OK. Mike will order and have available by the first MST. 

 

Timmy asked how the merchandise inventory would be handled, to best facilitate getting 

MFA products out to the events. Would the Z/C be responsible for selling the stuff? Dan 

said that it could be determined by the Z/C as to which events would be good to have MFA 

stuff for sale at. Steve stated that all the merchandise needs to be checked out and a 

control in place to create accountability of inventory. Coach mentioned that even though 

Fairway Flyerz houses many MFA items, plus there will be another secure location 

available where Coach can take overall control (available in May) of MFA inventory. 

(Kuito dropped off the DDC court at Fairway). Mike reiterated that there needs to be one 

control person responsible for the inventory and be on the hook to pay for any losses 

that may accrue, and take the task of getting the bling out to the Z/C in time for 

events. Coach volunteered to be that person. There were no dissenting members to that 

idea. Dan mentioned that the site needs to have security, enough that people cannot break 

in to and steal things. (Kuito asked if each BOD member can get a key).  

 

Coach made a motion to move course clean-ups, tee pads, merchandise, MFA scorecards, 

signage, USDGC, etc, on line to hash out on the MFA BOD e-group, and once the issue is 

ready to go to vote we can move it to a BOD meeting. Mike suggested we start a poll on 

each of these items, to get the discussions going. Coach stated that he would do this.  

 

Steve asked about “Who has an official vote”? There is confusion in the by-laws as to who 

has the power to cast vote at board meetings. Mike clarified where the ambiguity in the 

by-laws was, and Chuck stated that historically the committee heads had been given proxy 

votes in the absence of the elected individuals. Coach asked if this was something that 

needed to change. Chuck stated that in the past committee chairs had input but the final 



controlling votes depended on the elected 8 members. Todd said that he felt that all 

committee chairs and the elected 8 would have a vote. His point is that there are many 

committee heads that are at the forefront of MFA business. Chuck mentioned that this 

position could be skewed to benefit the President by the President loading the committee 

positions with many committee heads sympathetic with the President’s position. What has 

happened in the past is that a quorum was reached only by having proxy rights assigned to 

attending individuals. John moved that we draft an amendment to clarify the by-laws to be 

brought in front of the MFA members at the Spring meeting for a full-member vote, 

revising Article 4 to reflect the positions taken at MFA BOD meetings reprised of the 8 

elected individuals only. Chuck agreed, saying that past meeting’s attendance was 

sometimes low and voting was … creative. “There were times we needed to call people to 

get a vote”, Dan said, remarking about past meetings at Greg Rife’s house. Coach asked 

for this to move forward. Mike seconded the motion. John volunteered to get this done.  

 

Mider Cup 

Todd was asked about Mider Cup. He will have a full report for the Spring meeting.  

There are some concerns and asked that the details be run by the BOD prior to the 

meeting, to solidify the Mider position. Essentially it will be run the same as in ’07, 

and thanks to Brad for coming up with the current design. 

 

Meeting on August 2nd  

Coach asked that the 8/2/08 meeting scheduled for the Great Divide be moved to 6/7/08 

after the Riverside Open. Adam has found a pizza joint that will allow us to hold a 

meeting after the tournament. Coach reiterated that many issues that arise can be handled 

on line, and if necessary we can schedule another meeting to bring things to a close. 

Brad offered to host a meeting at his house if necessary.  

 

Goals & Objectives 

At the January 13th meeting Coach had asked each board member to submit their goals for 

the BOD. Brad said that he wanted a way to evaluate our goals and objectives that this 

BOD accomplishes, and feels that this is tantamount to the club’s success. Dan agreed, 

saying that we need to come up with a way to evaluate this at year end. Brad has posted 

his goals, submitted at the last meeting, on line. Coach moved that we should take the 

ones that Brad posted and be actively adding to this list, say, “Uh, Hey, what about this 

one”. Then we’ll need to figure out how to track the progress. Mike quickly stated, “Uh, 

Hey, what about this one? Increase visibility at the High School level by incorporating 

the EDGE program in to schools”. Mike then added, “Hey what about this one. Increase 

education by the MFA getting involved with the MN State HS Championship?” Timmy stated 

that he was all for that idea. Mike offered again, “Uh, Hey, what about this one? What 

about exposing disc golfers to alternate disc sports at the MFA Minnesota Majestic, at 

BRP by adding an Ultimate and DDC exhibition event?” Mike suggested we speak with Greg 

from the UPA and get a couple of teams to put on an exhibition. Timmy was “All for it, as 

long as someone else is willing to spearhead it. We’re already having a long distance 

competition, DJ, food cook-out and this would be a nice addition”. “Uh, Hey, what about 

this one? What about sending out press releases for the Minnesota Majestic a full two 

months beforehand, to capture more exposure?”  BD reiterated that these need to be 

published now to capture many of the periodicals, and still hit the timeframes necessary. 

Mike also had a personal goal to have the 2009 competition schedule laid out by mid-’08 

season. Brain G said that those are very good goals. Brad made the remark of “How are we 

going to be able to evaluate? If they are measurable, and we can say ‘yup, we 

accomplished these goals because of blah, blah, blah’ at the end of the year, then great, 

we reached a goal.” Brian G asked if we had thought about using the Explore Minnesota 

website to promote the tournament schedule to a larger audience. Coach added that any way 

we can gain exposure is a good idea. These are ways to improve visibility. For goals and 

objectives, lets adopt Brad and Mike’s and hash out on line. Mike motioned that we work 

this out and have it available to post at the Spring meeting. Brian G asked if the MFA 

would be willing to create a library of media to be made available to Z/C or schools, to 



enhance education opportunity. Adam said that the SCDGC already has a library and lends 

them out to local schools, and the system works well. Coach agreed that this is a good 

idea, and would like to see an MFA library of videos, specifically the EDGE program or 

Majestic video, that can be given out to schools or cities to be able to show what disc 

sports is all about. The question was asked, “How do we do that?” “As a ZC, I would love 

to be able to come up and say, ‘I have three schools and I’d like to get them the EDGE 

DVD’, so what would happen then?” Brian G stated. BD suggested that each ZC would get a 

copy of the EDGE. Todd suggested that they be mailed out when they’re needed. Brian G 

said that he has 4 schools right now that could use this information… Got them ready? BD 

made mention that he was currently working John Lyksett right now, (the main EDGE man), 

and would ask about the MFA buying in bulk. Mike then asked if we are a library, with 

checked out and in stuff, how long do we check them out for? BD mentioned that these 

would probably be given away with the premise of no return, and viewed as a promotional 

item. Mike stated, “so we’re going to buy something to be given away”? Brian mentioned 

that the costs would be low, maybe $100, “and if we get one course…” Mike corrected him 

by adding, “if we get 10 EDGE programs in the schools…” Chuck suggested that if this is 

the way the MFA is going to offer these to schools, we limit our expenditures by asking 

the EDGE program if they would be willing to send out a promo pack, no charge to the MFA, 

directly to the school and they can add the school to their prospects. Mike thought that 

there may be a ‘referral fee’ on the back end, from the EDGE people to be given to the 

MFA. BD stated that he thought this would be a great contribution, since one of our goals 

is to educate. Numbers were thrown out to determine a ball park dollar to spend on this 

idea. $200 was stated, $100, and finally Mike suggested that we look at continuing this 

through to future BOD, and set the figure at 5% of the bank balance. Brad suggested that 

we discuss this further on line. So moved the board. 

 

New Business 

SMDGA 

Southern Minnesota Disc Golf Association is a new MFA affiliate club, encompassing an 

area from Adrian to Winona and from Owatonna to Austin. They are holding regular meetings 

and are working on a club brochure. The main goals of the club are to enhance inter-zone 

communicate on and organization, and to win the Mider Cup. Dan asked if there are any 

former Austin club members involved, which Brian G stated that there are some members, 

including the Dean Anderson, Jason Linnett and others. They also have their own website, 

listed at www.smdga.com. Chuck made mention that they may want to check with the PDGA to 

assure the use of ‘Disc Golf Association’ verbiage before finalizing things. Mike joked 

that it may become the SMDGC before too long. 

 

Mulligan Stew 

The schedule had changed to March 16th due to the meeting space being available. Kaposia 

Park is where the Stew will boil this year. The meeting will be at Drakula’s Bowl, 

downstairs, after the tournament. Chuck stated that the Mulligan has traditionally had 

added holes. Coach stated that this would be done, to keep with tradition. Dan 

volunteered to help add the holes.  

 

Other new business: 

Coach would like to propose that the MFA make 3 more DDC course set-ups and distribute 

them to the Z/C for use at MST tournaments, etc, to introduce more disc disciplines to 

disc golfers at the events. Dan stated that he would need assistance to be able to set it 

up and get the play of the land. Mike said he would help him. Adam said that the SCDGC 

has 2 already, and there’s a Tuesday night DDC league happening already. BD asked for all 

league information so he can accumulate and publish a listing in the next floater, and 

maybe do a calendar. 

 

The next Floater is due out by the Majestic and BD is already looking for content. Timmy 

said that there will be a course caddy in the player’s package but still thinks that the 

addition of the Floater/ tournament combo is a great benefit to the players. Article 



submissions should be made to Lizz or BD via e-mail (drop dead deadline is May 15th), and 

it would make the next issue. This is the advertising vehicle for the MFA and should be 

used for that purpose. 

 

Majestic 

Timmy said that we have over 65 players registered already, and it would be great if we 

fill early. The NT sanctioning agreement came out, with a $5 per player PDGA sanctioning 

fee. The A Tier is still $4 per player that needs to be submitted. The PDGA stipend has 

been reduced from $2500 to $1200 this year, and between these it would drop the payouts 

by about $4000. The N/T committee has determined to pay top players to host clinics, and 

Tim is questioning if this move has resulted in the lower stipend, and will be discussing 

these items further with the N/T. The PDGA will be issuing any 1099 tax forms at the 

event to those winners taking more than $600. Terry Miller will be coming in to be the 

PDGA Marshall. BD hammered out the new Majestic logo and sponsor guide. The Majestic 

sponsor guide includes a 7 minute DVD, and is going to be ready by the Mulligan Stew 

event. The ’07 DVD is almost complete, waiting for the voice-over to be added. Volunteers 

are lining up and if you wish to step forward, contact Timmy or Dave Lynch. The 

www.mnmajestic.com website (thanks, Steve Kuzenski) is getting over 1000 hits per day 

from people gaining information and is gaining momentum within the community as one event 

not to miss. The MFA sponsorship was questioned and Mike clarified the BOD position taken 

at a prior meeting, that the MFA would pay $500 plus the cost of the Floater that is 

included in the player’s pack. Dan Jacobs (ItsParked.com) has created his own Majestic 

logo, and has asked to be a Gold Sponsor, offering to donate 50-100 tee shirts to the 

Majestic. Timmy stated that he accepted, understanding that the more people wearing 

Majestic shirts the better. Dan would be setting up a booth at Hyland for his efforts, 

and he gets involved in prize redemption. Mike suggested that the MFA have a booth there 

as well, which was instantly approved by the remaining BOD members. Coach agreed, stating 

that we make sure we have a complete selection of MFA merchandise to choose from. That 

way the prize winners have a better selection for redemption.  

 

Mulligan Stew postcard 

BD brought out the past year’s run, stating that we ran enough to mail out to the entire 

list of the members. It cost about $700 to mail out this list, and was concerned about 

wasting money on sending out cards with little or no additions to the list. Mike 

suggested that we culminate a mailing list of the recent members, back as far as 2005, 

and that way we would get more bang for our buck. BD said that this would be a good 

alternative to running 1000 and sending them out with little additional effect. Mike said 

that we ended up with about the same as the previous year.  Coach suggested we send out 

1000 cards. Mike offered to create a mailing list, which would give us the number of 

cards to print. Mike asked BD if he had time to make the cards, and he waffled, stating 

time constraints, and passed. Todd volunteered Mike to make it. John opened his mouth and 

he was volunteered to create the cards, changing the venue and directions to the meeting.   

 

A beer was dropped 

 

A motion was given to adjourn the meeting by Brian G, seconded by Mike. Meeting adjourned 

at 6:42 PM with a thank you from Coach for being able to get through so much stuff in 

such a short amount of time.  

 

Next meeting is after Mulligan Stew, March 16th, at Drakula’s Bowl, Inver Grove Heights  

   

 

  

 


